Packing up dad’s shop
I walked into the crowded basement past old beds, boxes, furniture, photo
albums, and other odds and ends, residue of my parents’ lives. This is the
basement of the house where they lived for 25 years. This is the house where my
mom made holiday dinners and my dad plied his trade as the country printer.
They’re both gone now. Dad died in 1993, and mom in 2005.
Upstairs, the house is rented to strangers. We have kept the basement for
storage because we haven’t been ready so far to face the emotions and the
drudgery of sorting through everything and sending it on to its next destination.
I twisted my torso to get through a doorway partially blocked by my
nephew’s couch, squeezed in, standing on its end. He stored it here when he
moved to San Francisco. Once through the doorway, I was in the print shop. I
paused to look around.
This was my dad’s shop. He was a printer from about age ten until the day
he died. He taught me the trade starting when I was a boy just old enough to
hold a broom. “I’m going to teach you the trade,” my dad told me, and I felt
proud. Mom said “I think he’ll go to college. He’ll probably have a different kind
of career.” “That’s all right,” Dad said, “I’ll still teach him the trade because he
needs a craft he can fall back on.” I did go to college and I did have a different

career, several of them, but I also fell back on the printing trade. It helped me
support my family for many years.
As I looked around, what I saw was a letterpress print shop. No computers
here. From around 1900 to around 1950, this is what many small print shops in
America looked like. I saw the familiar slug rack and went over and picked up a
15-pica slug. A slug in a print shop like this is a piece of soft metal, (lead,
antimony, and tin), that is six points (about 1/16th of an inch) thick. This one
was 15 picas long. A pica is pretty close to 1/6 of an inch. Slugs are used as
spacers between lines of type. The columns in many newspapers and periodicals
are 15 picas wide, so I have handled many 15-pica slugs in my time. I looked at it
and turned it over in my fingers. There was something different about it today.
It had taken on a kind of luminescent beauty, but the life had gone out of it.
For hundreds of years printing has been done by a process that includes
type, ink, paper, and pressure that pushes the paper firmly against the inked
type. Each piece of type has at its top the form, in relief, of a letter, number, or
punctuation mark. Printing is no longer done this way, except by a small
number of artists and craftspeople.
I put down the 15-pica slug while my eyes surveyed the work area. The
remains of several of my projects lay in various levels of disarray. The type for
my nephew’s business card was there as were remnants of my daughter’s
engagement announcement. By all rights these letters, spaces, and designs
should have been returned to their cases and racks long ago. The way I was
taught, you always return the type to its case as soon as the job is printed. I’m
afraid I’m a few years behind.
The type was also there of one of my favorite quotes. It’s from the Zen
master Thich Nhat Hanh:
Breathing in, I calm my body.
Breathing out, I smile.
Dwelling in this present moment,
I know this is a wonderful moment.
I printed and framed this quote for friends a few years ago. My conscience
reminded me that this type too should have been returned to its case.
Here in the print shop I was in a setting from my past. It had its own
vocabulary: words like type, slugs, leads, type sticks, typewriters, line gauges,
pigs, and presses.
After another moment of reverie I knew just what I had to do. Years of
practice had taught me to clean the area and start putting each thing, one at a
time, back in its place, the slugs in their rack, segregated by length, the type

back in its proper case, by style and size.
I’ve cleaned the print shop many times, washed the ink off the type and
put it away, cleaned and oiled the press, and put on new tympan paper. But as I
cleaned today I knew something was different. I wasn’t getting things clean and
ready for the next job. After many decades I was putting the type away for good.
The type and presses are going to be sold or given away. This print shop will be
no more.
Leaving the print shop, twisting my body past the couch on its end, it
occurred to me that sometime in the future I may come across a really good
quote that I will want to share with friends, and I might think how handsome it
would look printed, really printed, with fine paper pressed against inked metal
type. So maybe I’ll keep just one small press and a few cases of type, because I
think there’s a place, deep inside, where I’m still what my dad taught me to be -a printer.

